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Executive Summary
Human trafficking is about the exploitation of persons; it is a crime that involves
violations of labor, public health, and human rights standards in which an individual is
coerced into labor or commercial sex through force, fraud, or coercion. Contrary to
popular belief, human trafficking happens both internationally and within the borders
of the United States. It is not about the movement of a person, but rather it operates
through power and control by the trafficker. Traffickers create a climate of fear to
control their victims and traffic people into many different forms of work, including
domestic work, factory work, farms or restaurants, construction, and the commercial
sex industry. Victims of trafficking experience isolation and a loss of agency. As a result,
they do not have many options to access help and find a way to freedom.
A poster with information on human trafficking and hotline resources can be a lifeline.
According to a Human Trafficking Legislative Issue Brief prepared by Polaris Project,
“for victims, the public posting of the hotline is critical” and “high visibility and
awareness of the Hotline increases the chances that human trafficking will be reported,
victims will be rescued, and traffickers will be prosecuted.”(P. Project, n.d.) The Polaris
Project has made hotline poster laws one of their top legislative priorities for human
trafficking advocacy and community-based organizations to work on passing and
implementing in each state.
The Office of the Attorney General in the California Department of Justice has identified
victim resources as a key component to addressing human trafficking. In 2012, Senate
Bill 1193 (Steinberg) (SB 1193) added section 52.6 to the Civil Code, as part of
“legislation [that has] taken a multi-faceted approach to providing victims with much
needed support and resources.” (A. General, 2012) The law mandates certain
establishments to post local and national hotline information as a resource to report
human trafficking and to seek help for victims, survivors, and witnesses.
Laws are effective only to the extent that they are enforced; to date, Civil Code §52.6 has
not been the focus of specific enforcement measures by state officials. There has been
some engagement with county and municipal elected officials since the passing of SB
1193, but engagement is minimal and enforcement has not yet been implemented.
On February 11, 2014, Los Angeles County Supervisors Mark Ridley-Thomas and Don
Knabe filed a motion directing the then CEO of LA County, William T. Fujioka, to
“report back on the feasibility of implementing the mandates required under Senate Bill
1193” and directing the CEO to include in his report any information on any actions
taken by the County to implement SB 1193. Also included in the motion was a request
that the “District Attorney work collaboratively with the CEO to implement and enforce
SB 1193.” All supervisors voted in favor of the motion. (L.A. County Board of
Supervisors, 2014)
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On March 11, 2014, the LA County CEO reported back to the Supervisors that the
County had “not taken action to comply with the mandates of SB 1193.” He proposed a
preliminary plan of action to move forward with implementation of SB 1193 in Los
Angeles County. His report also stated that “the DA has indicated that the Code
Enforcement Section and Consumer Protection Division will handle compliance and
enforcement issues relating to SB 1193 in the County’s unincorporated areas.” (William
T. Fujioka, 2014)
In February 2014, the Los Angeles City Attorney, Mike Feuer, announced that he was
going to implement and enforce SB 1193 in LA City at a press conference hosted by
NCJW/LA and CAST. (Blevins, 2014)
This report details the Human Trafficking Outreach Project (HTOP), created by a
Taskforce of organizations, and currently managed and run by the National Council of
Jewish Women/LA. HTOP has aimed to increase implementation of SB 1193 through
volunteer participation and engagement, poster distribution, mandated locations
research, visit tracking, and data compilation and analysis.
HTOP works to recruit, train and organize volunteers at a grassroots level, while also
engaging with and informing local elected officials about the law. To date, HTOP has
trained and organized 467 volunteers to conduct in-person outreach to establishments
mandated by Civil Code §52.6. As part of HTOP, NCJW/LA designed and
implemented a relational database to track, measure and organize HTOP, and designed
a survey study to analyze its effects, quantitatively and qualitatively.
This report will show how effective the Human Trafficking Outreach Project has been in
assisting with the implementation of SB 1193, the impact of HTOP, the need for
implementation, and what more can be done by local government agencies to ensure
that SB 1193 is effectively and productively enforced and implemented.
Senate Bill 1193 is a significant step toward combating human trafficking in Los Angeles
County, and evidence suggests tremendous positive effects, especially after the
development and implementation of HTOP. One effect is the 250% increase in calls to
the local human trafficking hotline operated by CAST that are directly linked to poster
viewings.1
Despite increased awareness about human trafficking and other spillover effects of
HTOP, our findings have exposed a significant level of resistance to implementation of
SB 1193 by owners and managers of mandated establishments in Los Angeles County.2
1
2

As analyzed, recorded, and provided to NCJW/LA by CAST.
For example, see selected notes from outreach visits in Appendix 1.
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Both sustained compliance and progress on implementing the policy among all
mandated businesses and establishments in Los Angeles County will remain deficient
without the official implementation and effective enforcement of the law on both a cityby-city and countywide basis.

Hotline Poster Laws
According to Polaris Project’s “2014 State Ratings on Human Trafficking Laws,” 25
states have passed laws mandating or encouraging public postings of human trafficking
hotline information. (P. Project, 2014) Texas became the first state to mandate the
posting of human trafficking hotline information in 2007. The National Human
Trafficking Resource Center’s hotline was required to be posted “in outfits with liquor
licenses and lodging establishments cited for nuisance violations.” A 2013 report by The
Polaris Project states that “today, more than 35,000 establishments in Texas post
materials relating to the hotline and it is now one of the states from which the NHTRC
hotline receives the most calls.” (P. Project, 2013)
Polaris Project’s report goes on to say that “in most states the majority of callers learn
about the NHTRC hotline online. In contrast, in Texas callers most often report learning
about the hotline by seeing posters. This suggests that the NHTRC hotline posting laws
work and can have a tangible impact in helping to successfully identify victims of
trafficking and facilitate their escape from their trafficking situations.” (P. Project, 2013)
From 2007-2012, the number of calls received by the NHTRC hotline operated by
Polaris Project increased from “a couple hundred…to over 20,000.” (P. Project, 2013)
Implementation of hotline poster laws is critical and effective in “increasing visibility
and awareness of the hotline.” As the Polaris Project’s 2013 report states:
Despite the success of NHTRC posting statutes and their indispensability
to prosecutors and law enforcement, the vast majority of states still have
not enacted NHTRC posting statutes. Expanding the implementation of
the NHTRC hotline posting laws to these states is a critical component in
providing vital services to victims and an invaluable resource for law
enforcement in the fight against human trafficking. (P. Project, 2013)
California has not created a coordinated procedure across the state for the
implementation of SB 1193. Rather, implementation has been prioritized and executed
on the municipal or county level in various parts of the state, through the coordination
of local government agencies and community-based advocacy organizations. It is,
therefore, important that the local government agencies of Los Angeles County make
best efforts to implement and enforce SB 1193 to provide and increase awareness of this
resource to human trafficking victims and survivors, as well as to law enforcement.
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Purpose:
This report aims to evaluate the current approach to the implementation of SB 1193,
provide an analysis of the data and concrete steps undertaken by NCJW/LA in Los
Angeles County through HTOP, and provide specific recommendations based upon
that analysis.
What follows is an outline of the design, implementation, and a formative as well as
summative evaluation of HTOP with analysis aimed at recommendations for improving
the impact of Senate Bill 1193 in Los Angeles County.

Background:
Senate Bill 1193 (see full law in Appendix 8) added Section 52.6 to the Civil Code in 2012,
and its provisions took effect in April 2013. As of April 1, 2013, the law required
specified businesses and other establishments to post a notice informing the public,
including victims of human trafficking, of telephone hotline numbers to seek help or
report unlawful activity.
The law specified that the notice must be at least 8.5 inches by 11 inches in size, written
in a 16-point font, and shall state the following:
“If you or someone you know is being forced to engage in any activity and cannot
leave--whether it is commercial sex, housework, farm work, construction, factory, retail,
or restaurant work, or any other activity--call the National Human Trafficking Resource
Center at 1-888-373-7888 or the California Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking
(CAST) at 1-888-KEY-2-FRE(EDOM) or 1-888-539-2373 to access help and services.
Victims of slavery and human trafficking are protected under United States and
California law.”
There are specific posting mandates, language requirements, and penalties for failure to
post. Each mandated business is required to post the notice in English and Spanish. In
addition, for businesses located in specific counties, a third language posting is
required. Chinese is the third required language for the County of Los Angeles.
The law states: “Each of the following businesses and establishments shall, upon the
availability of the model notice described, post a notice that complies with the
requirements of this section in a conspicuous place near the public entrance of the
establishment or in another conspicuous location in clear view of the public and
employees where similar notices are customarily posted:


on-sale general public premises licensees under the Alcoholic Beverage Control
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Act (Division 9 (commencing with Section 23000) of the Business and Professions
Code); [i.e. bars]
Adult or sexually oriented businesses, as defined in subdivision (a) of Section
318.5 of the Penal Code; [i.e. strip clubs]
Primary airports, as defined in Section 47102(16) of Title 49 of the United States
Code;
Intercity passenger rail or light rail stations;
Bus stations;
Truck stops. For purposes of this section, “truck stop” means a privately owned
and operated facility that provides food, fuel, shower or other sanitary facilities,
and lawful overnight truck parking;
Emergency rooms within general acute care hospitals;
Urgent care centers;
Farm labor contractors, as defined in subdivision (b) of Section 1682 of the Labor
Code;
Privately operated job recruitment centers;
Roadside rest areas;
Businesses or establishments that offer massage or bodywork services for
compensation and are not described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of
Section 4612 of the Business and Professions Code.”3

Upon realizing that the law was not being implemented in late 2013, NCJW/LA created
a Taskforce, including NCJW/LA, CAST, T’ruah, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Jewish
Labor Committee, and Oasis, to create a plan for implementation, with NCJW/LA
leading the Taskforce. The Taskforce came up with a plan to train volunteers to do
outreach to mandated businesses, engage continuously with local government agencies
to promote enforcement, and provide resources and support to government agencies
working to enforce and implement the law.
A group of human trafficking survivors affiliated with CAST and NCJW/LA expressed
concerns about the poster designed and made public by the California Attorney
General’s (AG) office, which includes a set of eyes covered by barbed wire, yellow
coloring on the poster, and small font. The survivors felt that the poster was not
3

In 2014, AB 1147 was passed, revising existing law on how the massage therapy is regulated in
California, and inadvertently removing the exemption for certified massage practitioners from the SB
1193 requirements. AB 1147 went into law in January, 2015. According to the CA Massage Therapy
Council, “Prior to the passage of AB 1147 and the complete restructuring of the law applicable to
CAMTC, Civil Code section 52.6 was added to the Code. This section required the public posting of
human trafficking posters in massage establishments except for in those massage establishments where
all providing services for compensation were CAMTC certified. (Civil Code §52.6(a)(12).) This Civil Code
section therefore currently references a statutory provision that is no longer applicable since the law has
been restructured, and the exclusion for businesses that use only CAMTC certified massage professionals
to provide massage for compensation has been lost.” (Council, 2015)
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something they would have approached if it had been posted in a public space while
they were victims of human trafficking; they stated that the image of barbed wire
covering a set of eyes was scary and would not have been of interest for them while
they were victims. Another concern with the AG’s poster was that it required an
establishment to put up three separate posters with the law printed in a different
language on each poster in order to fully comply with the law. This seemed like a heavy
burden for businesses, whom we felt would generally not want to put up more than one
poster, thereby potentially reducing the level of compliance.
Therefore, NCJW/LA, CAST, and the Taskforce organized a contest to find the design
that would be most appealing and effective for human trafficking victims and
survivors, and that would also be in full compliance of the law, with just one poster for
businesses to post. The contest took place in December of 2013. The contest included
posters designed by high school students, the Attorney General’s poster, as well as the
poster designed by the office of the District Attorney (DA) of Alameda County, which
had received acclaim from advocacy groups across the state. The poster chosen by a
group of eighteen human trafficking survivors was the poster designed by the office of
the DA of Alameda County.
Since then, NCJW/LA has had an arrangement with the DA’s office to be able to utilize
the design for HTOP. We have also been able to add the human trafficking text line to
our poster, which is another way for human trafficking victims to seek help, as well as
adding the website of the Los Angeles City Attorney in case victims, survivors, or
witnesses are in need of other forms of assistance, or have any questions about the law
or the hotline. As part of HTOP, NCJW/LA has obtained funding from donors in order
to provide the posters free of charge to mandated establishments in Los Angeles
County during outreach visits and upon request. NCJW/LA is the primary printer and
distributor of SB 1193 posters for the entire County.
On February 20, 2014, NCJW/LA, CAST, and the Taskforce held a press conference at
NCJW/LA to announce the launch of HTOP. Speakers included Mayor Eric Garcetti,
City Attorney Mike Feuer, LA City Councilmember Nury Martinez, County Supervisor
Don Knabe, County Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas, as well other speakers including
human trafficking survivors Maria Suarez and Ima Matul. The press conference
resulted in coverage of the new CA law in almost every major local TV news channel,
including Spanish language television networks. It was also covered in many written
news articles in print and online and on various local radio stations. The press
conference’s media coverage raised awareness about the new law among many Los
Angeles residents and community members.
HTOP was designed to conduct outreach throughout Los Angeles County with the
multidimensional objective of implementing SB 1193, promoting civic engagement
through grassroots community organizing, and increasing awareness about human
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trafficking in Los Angeles. Models were estimated predicting whether provisions were
associated with the compliance of SB 1193 in Los Angeles County.
After 24 months, NCJW/LA has conducted quantitative and qualitative analyses using
the existing data sets and experience gained. The research encompasses a literature
review of reports and articles, as well as statistical and policy analysis of HTOP, and
summative and formative evaluations complimented with firsthand experiences of
volunteers doing outreach to implement SB 1193.

Design and Methods:
Initial data collection of establishments mandated by SB 1193 was compiled by Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher, LLP and provided to NCJW/LA by CAST. NCJW/LA took over
establishment research and data collection after November, 2015 and uses publically
available license records from various sources, including the California Department of
Alcoholic Beverages Control, to identify mandated establishments throughout the
County of Los Angeles. Phases One and Two of HTOP focused on establishments
mandated under on-sale general public premises licensees under the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Act (Division 9 [commencing with Section 23000] of the Business and
Professions Code), emergency rooms within general acute care hospitals and urgent
care centers only. We hope to move forward with outreach to strip clubs (Adult or
sexually oriented businesses, as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 318.5 of the Penal
Code) in 2016, as we have recently obtained a listing of all strip clubs in the City of Los
Angeles from the office of the City Attorney. We hope to obtain similar listings from
either the LA District Attorney or the City Attorneys of all cities within Los Angeles
County.
To evaluate and measure SB 1193 implementation outcomes and effects, NCJW/LA
designed a relational database of the original list provided by CAST, as identified by
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP, and then updated the data with records that have been
collected and updated by the HTOP locations research team. To date, the HTOP
database includes only mandated establishments that have received a courtesy letter
from either the Los Angeles County District Attorney or the Los Angeles City Attorney
informing them of the provisions of the law and their responsibility to comply.
(Appendix 3, Appendix 4)4 To compliment project evaluation, a survey was designed to

4

The Los Angeles County CEO’s office “believes that the only County-operated locations that are
required to post the information are the eight urgent care facilities and four emergency rooms operated
by the Department of Health Services (DHS), which fall under Section 52.5(a)(7-8).4 DHS has indicated
that the poster required by SB 1193 could be posted at these facilities (and) this office will make sure that
DHS received the finalized poster to be displayed.” (William T. Fujioka, 2014)
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measure the efficacy and effects of HTOP, and NCJW/LA collected data on all outreach
visits, with the goal of creating a comprehensive data set for the HTOP database.5
In line with NCJW/LA’s normative commitments and approach, outreach was
conducted to recruit volunteers, build local awareness about human trafficking, as well
as grassroots community organizing to encourage civic engagement and develop social
capital capacity. To date, these outreach efforts identified, registered and trained 467
volunteers. NCJW/LA and CAST designed a training program that includes Human
Trafficking 101, specifics of SB 1193, extensive outreach and safety protocols, and
training in the use of standardized contact protocols aimed at encouraging mandated
establishments to comply with SB 1193. (Appendix 5) As part of the training sessions, a
training packet is provided to each volunteer to be used during outreach. This packet
includes a copy of the language of the law, volunteer outreach and safety protocols,
copies of the letters from the LA District Attorney and LA City Attorney, (Appendix 3,
Appendix 4) and the mandated posters to be distributed during outreach visits.
In an effort to prevent imposing one conceptual framework, and to confront challenges
in creating mutual comprehension through the process of inter-subjective
understanding within a society with a wide range of traditions such as Los Angeles,
HTOP was designed to deliberately aim to avoid a reductionist model that could fail to
take into account complexity of social interaction. HTOP policies and procedures made
extraordinary efforts to integrate idiosyncratic elements of specific neighborhoods. To
that end, HTOP Team Leaders contacted their respective councilmember’s office to
request their feedback, involvement and participation in the Project.(Appendix 2)6, 7
Moreover, HTOP put a strong emphasis in engaging stakeholders and local
organizations doing work on human trafficking, including face-to-face meetings, phone
calls, and emails with the leadership of local organizations to assess compatibility
(Appendix 6) 8,9 to build a coalition with aligned interests. Ultimately, NCJW/LA
operates under the premise that the success of HTOP depends upon an interactive
nature of social knowledge and social action within a democratic polity.
During Phase One of HTOP, volunteers were trained to conduct outreach visits to
locations within areas identified as their preferred locations and according to their own
schedules. For Phase Two, beginning in January, 2016, a rigorous community
5

The relational database was designed and programmed using Microsoft Access.
A copy of the email template that was used is attached: identified as Appendix 2.
7 Responsiveness from Councilmembers’ offices varied from very engaged and cooperative to no
response at all – attempts to engage these offices will continue for the duration of the Project.
8 Appendix 6 is an example of one of those efforts.
9 Partners for HTOP’s Phase Two outreach event included NCJW/Long Beach, CAST, USC Engemann
Student Health Center, Free The Slaves, Long Beach Human Trafficking Task Force, T’ruah, Jewish Labor
Committee, Temple Israel of Hollywood, Councilmember Mike Bonin, Councilmember Jose Huizar, Love
and X Talk Show, Forgotten Children, and Casa de la Familia Counseling Center.
6
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organizing structure was implemented wherein Team Leaders were identified to
organize teams of volunteers in each of each Los Angeles City Council District, Long
Beach City Council District, and in Pasadena and West Hollywood.10 For each team,
volunteers were assigned in groups of two to conduct outreach according to
geographical area, and given a specific targeted list of establishments in their area to
concentrate on. Using the HTOP database, each team was provided with a tailored
report of mandated establishments in their assigned district, including addresses and a
comprehensive history of prior outreach visits, and tasked to conduct targeted outreach
visits to establishments that are geographically close together, taking into account
particularities about each neighborhood. Outreach visits were conducted by the
volunteers in pairs to ensure safety. Teams approached owners and managers at
mandated establishments, offering a copy of the original letter from the Los Angeles
District Attorney or the Los Angeles City Attorney and information about the law.
Teams then assessed compliance or readiness to comply, and provided posters that
could be put up immediately, as well as offered to put the posters up themselves.
After each visit, the volunteer teams complete a survey data collection form, which
includes the date of the visit, the visit team, the location of the establishment, along with
yes/no questions measuring the degree of awareness and level of compliance.
(Appendix 7) The data form also allows for comments, which are analyzed for nuanced
responses during visits. In an effort to avoid imposing a conceptual model that fails to
take into account social complexity, volunteers were encouraged to consider specific
information about individual neighborhoods, as discussed in training sessions and
provided by Councilmembers’ offices.11 These data were entered into the HTOP
relational database system to allow for tracking of outreach visits conducted, assess
responses, and to identify establishments in compliance in order to guide the planning
of ongoing visits.
Where applicable, differences between the categorical question variables were assessed
for statistical significance using a 2 analysis, assigning significance at a level of p<0.05.

Results:
Research identified a total of 792 mandated establishments in Los Angeles County; as of
Feb 6, 2016, 723 are active.12 Of these, a total of 297 have been visited; 208 have been
visited once, and 89 have been visited two or more times. This data is presented
graphically in Figure 1.

10

Currently this is being planned to be replicated in South Bay and Santa Monica.
For this project, Councilmembers’ ongoing involvement is an essential way of accounting for
normative elements that are fundamental to the production of social capital and its analysis.
12 Visits to establishments no longer active are included in this report.
11
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Figure 1: Los Angeles County Mandated Establishments

The data is broken down by individual Region in Figure 2.
Regions
Antelope Valley
Central LA
Eastside
Harbor
San Fernando Valley
San Gabriel Valley
South LA
South Bay
Southeast
Northeast LA
Northwest County
Santa Monica Mountains
Westside
Verdugo
Angelo Forest
Pomona Valley
San Merino
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Figure 2: Los Angeles County Mandated Establishments by Region

The total number and the percentage of establishments documented to be in compliance
in each region are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.13
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Figure 3: Los Angeles County Establishments in Compliance by Region

13

In addition to outreach visits, HTOP volunteers were able to obtain commitments for compliance through phone
and in-person meetings with representatives of organizations with more than one mandated establishment, i.e.
Kaiser Permanente; those are included in totals for this report.
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Figure 4: % of Los Angeles County Establishments in Compliance by Region

Results of the survey questions regarding awareness, attitude, and compliance are
shown in Figure 5. The data below refer to the response forms filled out for each visit
by volunteers with the following questions:






Was the business aware of the posting requirement?
Was the business owner/manager/contact open to speaking with you?
Did the business owner/manager/contact appear ready to comply?
Was the poster already posted when you arrived?
Did the business contact allow or ask you to put up the poster on the spot?
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Los Angeles County Survey Question Results
80%
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In Compliance

2 or more visits

Figure 5: Responses to Survey Questions
* indicates statistical significant at p < 0.05 by 2 analysis

These data show that about 21% of businesses expressed awareness of the law and 14%
were displaying the poster at initial contact,14 representing an estimate of baseline
implementation of the law prior to HTOP intervention. An additional 15% of
establishments allowed the site visit team to put up the poster during the visit, raising
compliance to 31% at the end of the first visit. There was a statistically significant
increase in both awareness and compliance on follow-up visits, with 55% of
establishments stating awareness and 35% displaying the poster. An additional 10%
allowed the site visit team to put up the poster, raising compliance to 42% after the
second visit. Willingness to discuss and potential willingness to comply were
comparable on first and second visits, at about 55% and 61% respectively.
Since the project began in February of 2014, a total of 420 visits have been conducted
within Los Angeles County. The distribution of these visits for the County as a whole
and subdivided by region are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

14

Awareness can be attributed to various efforts to highlight the new law, including the Press
Conference to launch the Project on Feb. 20, 2014 and various other efforts.
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Figure 6: Los Angeles County Visits
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Figure 7: Los Angeles County Visits by Region
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Figure 8 illustrates the temporal progress of the project, showing the cumulative
number of establishments visited over the two years.

Los Angeles Cumulative Visits
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Figure 8: Los Angeles County Cumulative Visits

Discussion:
This initial analysis of HTOP data shows that outreach site visits conducted by
volunteer teams are practical and effective. In approximately two years, volunteers have
visited 37% of the mandated establishments in Los Angeles County (that have received
letters from the City or District Attorney), with approximately 11% also having at least
one follow-up visit. This activity has led to a statistically significant increase in
awareness about human trafficking and about the law, rising from a baseline of about
21% to over 50% on follow-up visits. Compliance with the posting requirements of the
law rose from a baseline of about 15% to 31% on the first visit and 42% on follow-up
visits.
The growth in number of visits has been fairly consistent over the life of the project.
During Phase One of HTOP,15 most of the visits were conducted by single teams
working according to their own time schedule and priorities. Changes aforementioned
were designed and implemented for Phase Two.16 During Phase Two teams were
instructed to target establishments by level of priority: those with no visits were given
highest priority and those with two visits or more were identified as lowest level of
15
16

2014-2015
2015-2016
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priority. NCJW/LA began the implementation of this structure in January of 2016 by
organizing two concentrated daylong outreach events.17 The changes in Phase Two
have demonstrated that organizing individual volunteer teams into a larger event can
provide a means to increase visits and team productivity and target specific strategic
priorities. Moreover, the events provide a means to involve a larger number of
volunteers in outreach visits versus an approach that relied on individuals to organize
and conduct visits on their own. The Phase One data on first and second visits prior to
this change demonstrates that an individual team’s visit strategy was likely driven by
geographical proximity of establishments rather than a focused attempt to ensure all
businesses were visited at least once, assessing for follow-up visits, and taking into
account the particularities of individual neighborhoods. The new approach’s improved
structure and organization led to increased team productivity, and the ability to utilize
team resources according to a broad strategy of visiting all mandated establishments, as
identified by the HTOP locations research team.
Data on follow-up visits show increased compliance upon team arrival, but it was less
common for the establishment to allow the poster to be put up on the spot. In either first
or second visits, only about 10-15% of businesses would allow the team to put the
posters up at the time of the visit. The small number of third visits suggests that
compliance continues to improve. The persistent increase in compliance on subsequent
visits indicates a high likelihood that most posters do remain up, though the visits did
document some cases in which the poster was no longer up at an establishment
previously in compliance. The low compliance in allowing volunteers to put up posters,
and the inability to achieve higher levels of compliance consistent with levels of
awareness, suggest there is significant resistance to implementation in some cases,
compounded by the outreach volunteers’ lack of official authority.18
There is a need to increase public awareness about a wider array of human trafficking
experiences; more work needs to be done to educate the public about the importance of
individual-level choice and engagement in generating social change. (Bouche, 2016) The
objective of HTOP includes raising awareness about human trafficking through HTOP
training sessions, community organizing, educational programs, and outreach visits.
The community programs and HTOP trainings provide a comprehensive curriculum on
human trafficking in Los Angeles and the U.S., facts on SB 1193, and HTOP-specific
outreach protocols. This effect is difficult to quantify, but is partially reflected in the
large number of partners and volunteers enrolled at educational and training sessions,

17

Eyes on Trafficking: A Night of Outreach
It should be noted that HTOP very specifically trains its volunteers to conduct outreach from the
premise that our role is one of civic engagement, community-building, and raising awareness about
human trafficking, not enforcement. Accordingly, volunteers are instructed to emphasize only education
that includes liability and penalty for failing to post the public notice as it is written in the law.
18
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and an increased level of awareness that leads to a normative commitment to
combatting human trafficking in Los Angeles.

Implications:
The HTOP data analyzed show that spontaneous compliance with the requirements of
SB 1193 in Los Angeles County is low (approximately 15%) at over two years since the
Project was enacted. The data strongly suggest that compliance will remain low without
active intervention from official local government agencies. The study also
demonstrates that focused visits by volunteer teams are highly effective at increasing
both awareness and compliance.
CAST independently measured the positive effects of HTOP on their hotline and found
a 250% increase in calls to the hotline that are linked to poster viewings since HTOP
began. This data was manually pulled from CAST’s database on client records showing
that in 2013 there were 20 calls related to poster viewings. In 2014 there was a 60%
increase from 2013. In 2015 there was a 120% increase from 2014. From 2013-2015 there
was a 250% increase in calls to the hotline related to poster viewings.19
It is reasonable to conclude that establishing a policy of routine site visits, especially if
conducted by an agency with authority to levy fines or other enforcement measures,
will be highly effective at increasing and maintaining the level of compliance with the
law.

Recommendation: Effective Governmental Enforcement
As argued by the National Human Trafficking Resource Center (NHTRC), human
trafficking is a clandestine crime that thrives on the social and physical isolation of its
victims. Laws similar to SB1193 are “a significant tool for bringing human trafficking
into the open; [they] connect callers to resources, including: law enforcement, services,
and information about the crime of human trafficking.” In order to ensure a more
robust and comprehensive level of awareness on human trafficking in Los Angeles,
there are a few key points for the enhancement of Civil Code §52.6 that should be taken
into consideration for proposal.
There remains significant resistance to compliance with legal requirements. This can be
inferred from the survey data in Figure 5, which show that less than 60% of
establishments stated they were aware of the requirements, even on return visits by
HTOP teams. Moreover, while 60% - 70% were open to discussion and indicated a
19

Information provided in an email to Maya Paley from Becca Channell, Task Force Coordinator, CAST,
Dec. 7, 2015
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willingness to comply, less than 50% were actually in compliance. The teams also
reported evidence of resistance in their comments (examples shown in Appendix 1).
The low percentage of establishments (less than 15%) that would allow the teams to
directly place the posters, despite knowledge of the law, points to an inherent limitation
of the use of volunteer teams who lack enforcement authority. The coupling of efforts to
raise awareness and provide resources with some consistent enforcement authority
seems to present the most likely avenue to reach a high level of compliance.
In conclusion, we urge the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and District
Attorney to take steps to implement an enforcement strategy for SB 1193 in
coordination and partnership with NCJW/LA and CAST. There remains much to be
done to ensure that awareness is raised about the hotline poster law in Los Angeles
County, and there are many more businesses and establishments mandated to put up
the poster than have been contacted to date. With a coordinated effort, we can
implement a law that can truly save the lives of human trafficking victims in Los
Angeles.
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About National Council of Jewish Women, Los Angeles Section
NCJW/LA is a section of the National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW), a grassroots
organization of volunteers and advocates who turn progressive ideals into action.
Inspired by Jewish values, NCJW strives for social justice by improving the quality of
life for women, children, and families and by safeguarding individual rights and
freedoms.
NCJW/LA serves more than 12,000 individuals through our Community Mental Health
and Supportive Services, Scholarships, Talk-line, Youth Educational Programs and
Services, Back 2 School Store, intern training programs and our clothing assistance
projects. NCJW/LA social justice programs provide education, community organizing,
and legislative advocacy on issues that affect and impact women, children and families
in the areas of children’s rights, economic justice, healthcare, human trafficking,
reproductive justice, LGBTQ rights, and gender related violence.

For more information, contact:
The Office of Maya Paley
Director of Legislative and Community Engagement
National Council of Jewish Women/Los Angeles
543 N. Fairfax Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Tel: 323-852-8536
Email: maya@ncjwla.org
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Appendix 1
Selected comments from HTOP site visit teams (submitted through site
visit data collection forms):


“So this business has been contacted at least 2, if not 3 three prior times. Each
time they have amnesia about ever hearing about the law. [The team] talked to
[bartender] who said she needs to talk to the owner. The problem seems to be
that this is a hotel with a bar in the restaurant and a bar upstairs, which someone
there said was a private bar (aren't they all?) so he didn't think it was needed
there. Let's see if we can find out more about which bar has the 48 license from
the state.”



“No poster up, although previous tracking document said that they had put one
up. Took 2 posters and letter.”



“[The manager] wasn't in, so the bartender responded. Seemed unaware and
rolled his eyes. Note that first visit to this location was done on July 17, 2015. At
that time the bartender allowed the volunteers to put the poster in the area by
the bathrooms where there is a large bulletin board. The volunteers were
concerned that it would be taken down and that it wasn't a good spot for the
poster. That's exactly what happened!”



“[The manager] said they don't post things on the walls (and in fact, there were
no notices anywhere to be seen). He said that he could put a poster upstairs in
the staff area. I told him that he was required by law to put it in a public place
where it would be seen. I suggested a place next to the bar's ATM machine
which would not interfere with the decor of the bar. He kept looking down at the
letter from the City Attorney and said he would have to pass it on to his owner. I
must say that in the last year I have sent emails to this bar and never heard
back.”
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Appendix 2
Dear Councilmember __________________,
My name is [ CD Team Leader ] and I am a member of the National Council of Jewish Women,
Los Angeles Section. This is to touch base with you about a project to combat human trafficking
in your district.
As you know, in 2012, Section 52.6 was added to the California Civil Code and SB1193 was
enacted to combat human trafficking and slavery in California. The law requires certain
businesses and establishments to post notices that provide hotline numbers for victims or
members of the public to report violations. The National Council of Jewish Women LA
(NCJW/LA) and the Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking (CAST) sponsored SB1193Steinberg. To support the implementation of these measures, NCJW/LA developed the Human
Trafficking Outreach Project to train volunteer members of the community and organize local
teams to inform mandated establishments, provide informational posters, and bring awareness
while providing human trafficking victims with a way out.
As part of the project, NCJW/LA is planning an evening of outreach on January 24, 2016, when
we will organize teams of volunteers to conduct targeted outreach in each district in Los
Angeles.
I am the lead person for the project in District x. And this is to reach out to you and request a
meeting with your staff to discuss your engagement with the project. I would like to invite your
office to partner with us in the planning of this event. Specifically, I would like to request that
your office post the event on your website to encourage people to become involved, and that
you host a training event to recruit local volunteers so that your constituents can conduct
outreach, bringing awareness; actively working to combat human trafficking in their own
neighborhoods. I would also appreciate your assistance in my efforts to learn about the specifics
of your community, any particular strengths or challenges you perceive, or any other
information your think would be helpful in order to maximize efficiency and effectiveness on
the day of the event.
We would also like to invite you to attend a press conference at the launch of the event. We do
not have the location confirmed yet, but it will be on January 24th around 6:00 p.m. and we will
get the location information to you as soon as we have it. Please let me know if you are
interested in attending.
I look forward to working with your staff in our efforts to combat human trafficking in District
x.
With my warm regards.
Sincerely,
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Appendix 4
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Appendix 5

Volunteer Protocols
Human Trafficking Outreach Project: LA County





Target Audience
Speak only to staff members of targeted premises. Managers or owners should be asked
to speak to first.
Hand out the posters and letter that have been provided to you by the Project Partners.
No other documents should be handed out during street outreach.
If an outreach team suspects a trafficking situation is occurring in any of the premises,
the team is to leave immediately and report the incident to the Project Partners and to
law enforcement.

Safety Protocols & Precautions for Volunteers
The safety of volunteers is a priority during street outreach. In order to avoid dangerous
situations and possible contact with traffickers, all outreach volunteers agree to take the
following measures to ensure their safety:
1. Dress conservatively in order to steer attention away from themselves. This includes
wearing walking shoes and either pants or long skirts, and no gang related colors (blues,
reds, violets).
2. Bring as few personal items with you as necessary on outreach trips.
3. Make sure that 911 is listed on your cell phone’s speed dial and that your phone is
charged before beginning outreach.
4. Outreach is done in teams of at least two people. No volunteer is to conduct outreach
without a partner.
o Outreach team members will always stay together and will not depart or leave
the site without the other members of their team.
5. Outreach team members will enter and exit buildings together, walk down streets
together, and stay nearby one another when speaking to workers.
o One outreach team member will stay near the entrance during outreach visits.
6. Outreach team members must be aware of their surroundings at all times, including
physical settings and people within those spaces. Team members are to be on alert for
potential threats that may occur including theft or indirect violence.
o Team members will avoid liquor stores and parking lots.
o Be aware of “bouncer-like” personnel and avoid those areas.
o Do not drive by targeted locations multiple times.
7. Team members will speak only to those who want to be spoken to and are willing to
speak. Do not force conversations with workers and exit premise if asked to leave.
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Outreach Recording Protocol
At the end of the day’s street outreach activities, outreach team members must meet at
a safe location to discuss any issues that may have arisen and to complete a report of
the street outreach of that day.
Reports may be completed either by filling in the hard copy of the tracking report or
through an online tracking webpage on the NCJWLA website. If the hard copy is the
chosen tracking method, the sheets must be mailed in or dropped off at NCJWLA within
one week of the outreach being conducted.
A separate tracking report should be completed for each location the team visited
during outreach that day.

VOLUNTEER SCRIPT—1st Visit
I’m here to tell you about a new law that was passed in California that may affect your business
or establishment.
What is the law?
The state legislature recently passed Civil Code Section 52.6 to combat human trafficking and
slavery in California. The law requires certain businesses and establishments to post notices
that provide hotline help numbers for victims and members of the public to call to report
trafficking or slavery violations.
What problem is the law addressing?
Human trafficking and slavery is a big problem. It is an estimated $32 billion-a-year global
industry, and the U.S. Department of State estimates that 14,500 to 17,500 victims are
trafficked into the US each year. California is a top destination for these victims.
Who is required to post the notices?
I’m telling you about this law because your business or establishment is likely required to post
the notice, based on the language of the law and the categories of entities identified in the law.
When are you required to post?
The law started requiring posting of the notice on April 1, 2013.
What are you required to post?
Model notices are available on the California Attorney General website. You can just print
them out or take one of our copies. The notice must be at least 8.5 by 11 inches in size and
have text in 16-point font. There are language requirements too – in Los Angeles County, the
notice must be in English, Spanish, and Chinese.
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Where should you post the notice?
You must post the notice in a conspicuous place near the public entrance of your business or
establishment or in another conspicuous location in clear view of the public and employees
where similar notices are customarily posted.
Are there consequences to violating the law?
You must comply with the posting requirement within 30 days of being notified by the
appropriate county or city agency or face a fine: $500 fine for the first offense; then $1000 for
each subsequent offense. There is no cap on the total amount you might be required to pay.

Volunteer Script – 2nd Visit
I / a representative from my group visited your business a few weeks/months ago to talk about
this poster. Are you familiar with it?
At this point, the employee may say:
(a) Yes, and indicate that it is posted somewhere;
(b) Yes, but it is not posted; or
(c) No.
Scenario A – The poster is up:
That’s great! Thank you so much for efforts to combat human trafficking.
Where do you have it posted?
If it looks like the poster itself does not conform to the law (too small, only one language),
explain the requirements of the law and offer one of the posters that you have brought along.
The notice must be at least 8.5 by 11 inches in size and have text in 16-point font. There
are language requirements too – in Los Angeles County, the notice must be in English,
Spanish, and Chinese.
If the poster is not in clear view of the public, advise as to the location requirements in the law:
You must post the notice in a conspicuous place near the public entrance of your
business or establishment or in another conspicuous location in clear view of the public
and employees where similar notices are customarily posted.
Scenario B – Owner/employee is familiar with poster/law, but the poster is not up:
In a friendly way, let the owner/employee know that Civ. Code 52.6 requires businesses like this
one to put up these posters and offer another poster (if they do not already have one).
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Ask if the owner/employee has any questions about the law and the poster. Refer to the
volunteer packet materials and First Visit Script to answer the following likely questions:
 Who is required to post?
 Where should I put the poster?
 What happens if I don’t post?
Scenario C – Employee is unfamiliar with the poster/law:
Proceed as if you were making a first visit using the First Visit Script.
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Appendix 6

PARTNER SIGN UP FORM
Please join us and sign-up to be a partner for

Eyes on Trafficking: Join a Team for a Night of Outreach on Sunday, January 24, 2016, 5-10 pm
In 2012, Section 52.6 was added to the California Civil Code and Senate Bill 1193 was enacted to
combat human trafficking and slavery in California. The law was sponsored by the National Council of
Jewish Women LA (NCJW/LA) and the Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking (CAST). It requires
certain businesses and establishments to post notices that provide hotline numbers for victims or
members of the public to report violations. To support the implementation of these measures,
NCJW/LA and partnering organizations developed the Human Trafficking Outreach Project to train
volunteer members of the community and organize local teams to inform mandated establishments,
provide informational posters, and bring awareness while providing human trafficking victims with a
way out. According to statistics from CAST, from 2013 to 2015, hotline calls from these notices have
increased 250%. And yet, there remains a lot to be done as many of the mandated businesses in LA
County have yet to put up a poster.
Please join us for an evening of outreach on January 24, 2016, when we will organize teams
of volunteers to conduct targeted visits to mandated businesses throughout Los Angeles. One of the
hallmarks of NCJW/LA’s community engagement is our commitment to the value of partnering with
other organizations—we know that as a community we are stronger and better when we work
together toward common goals. Join us to take part in bringing awareness and actively working to
combat human trafficking in own neighborhoods.

☐ Yes, we would like to sign-up as a partner for Eyes on Trafficking: Join a Team for a Night of
Outreach
Organization Name: ___________________ Website: __________________________________
Contact Person:_________________________________ Title: ____________________________________
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Email:_____________________________________Phone:_______________________________________
Facebook Page:____________________ Twitter Handle: _________________ Instagram: _____________
As a partner for Eyes on Trafficking: Join a Team for a Night of Outreach , my organization can:

☐ Post the event on my organization’s website

☐ Post the event invitation on

Facebook

☐ Include the event in my organization’s e-newsletter ☐ Post the event on all social media platforms
☐ Recruit at least 5-10 volunteers for the event
Please submit this form to Maya Paley, NCJW/LA Director of Legislative and Community Engagement
Email: maya@ncjwla.org Tel: 323-852-8536 by December 28, 2015
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Appendix 7
SB1193 PUBLIC POSTING REQUIREMENT: HUMAN TRAFFICKING OUTREACH PROJECT
STOP HUMAN TRAFFICKING, LA COUNTY
Person(s) Reporting:
Name(s)___________________________________________________________________________________________
Main Contact’s Email ______________________________________________________ Phone_____________________
Date of Outreach: ____________________________________
1st visit : _____

2nd visit: _____

Businesses Contacted:
Business__________________________________ Owner/Manager __________________________________________
Street Address_________________________________________City_________________________ Zip______________

Yes
Was the business aware of the posting requirement?
Was the business owner/manager/contact open to speaking with you?
Did the business manager appear ready to comply?
Was the poster already posted when you arrived?
Did the business contact allow or ask you to put up the poster on the spot?
If a poster in a fourth language is needed, which language was specified?
If the poster is up, what is the reason for the business putting it up?

No



  
  




__________________

N/A







Volunteer Outreach _____ Letter from City/District Attorney______ Other:__________________________________

Other Notes:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 8

Senate Bill No. 1193
An act to add Section 52.6 to the Civil Code, relating to human trafficking.
[ Approved by Governor, September 24, 2012. Filed with Secretary of State, September 24, 2012 ]
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB 1193, Steinberg. Human trafficking: public posting requirements.
Existing law authorizes a victim of human trafficking, as defined, to bring a civil action for actual
damages, compensatory damages, punitive damages, injunctive relief, any combination of those, or
any other appropriate relief within 5 years of the date on which the trafficking victim was freed from
the trafficking situation, or if the victim was a minor when the act of human trafficking against the
victim occurred, within 8 years after the date the plaintiff attains the age of majority.
This bill would require specified businesses and other establishments, upon the availability of a model
notice developed by the Department of Justice, to post a notice, as specified, that contains information
related to slavery and human trafficking, including information related to specified nonprofit
organizations that provide services in support of the elimination of slavery and human trafficking.
The bill would require the establishments to post the notice in a conspicuous place near the entrance
of the establishment or in another conspicuous location in clear view of the public and employees
where similar notices are customarily posted. The bill also would require the establishments to print
the notice in English, Spanish, and in one other language that is the most widely spoken language in
the county where the establishment is located and for which translation is mandated by the federal
Voting Rights Act. The bill would require the Department of Justice, on or before April 1, 2013, to
develop a model notice that complies with the above requirements and make the model notice
available for download on the department’s Internet Web site. The bill would provide that a business
or establishment that fails to comply with these requirements is liable for a civil penalty of $500 for a
first offense and $1,000 for each subsequent offense. The bill would authorize the Attorney General
and local prosecutorial agencies, as specified, to bring an action to impose one of these civil penalties
against a business or establishment if a local or state agency with authority to regulate that business
or establishment has provided notice of the violation to the business or establishment, which informs
the business or establishment that it is subject to a civil penalty if it does not correct the violation
within 30 days from the date the notice is sent to the business or establishment, and verified that the
violation was not corrected within that 30-day period.
To the extent that the bill would impose additional duties on local government agencies, it would
impose a state-mandated local program.
The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local agencies and school districts for
certain costs mandated by the state. Statutory provisions establish procedures for making that
reimbursement.
This bill would provide that, if the Commission on State Mandates determines that the bill contains
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costs mandated by the state, reimbursement for those costs shall be made pursuant to these statutory
provisions.
DIGEST KEY
Vote: majority Appropriation: no Fiscal Committee: yes Local Program: yes
BILL TEXT
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Section 52.6 is added to the Civil Code, to read:
52.6. (a) Each of the following businesses and other establishments shall, upon the availability of the
model notice described in subdivision (d), post a notice that complies with the requirements of this
section in a conspicuous place near the public entrance of the establishment or in another conspicuous
location in clear view of the public and employees where similar notices are customarily posted:
(1) On-sale general public premises licensees under the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act (Division 9
(commencing with Section 23000) of the Business and Professions Code).
(2) Adult or sexually oriented businesses, as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 318.5 of the Penal
Code.
(3) Primary airports, as defined in Section 47102(16) of Title 49 of the United States Code.
(4) Intercity passenger rail or light rail stations.
(5) Bus stations.
(6) Truck stops. For purposes of this section, “truck stop” means a privately owned and operated
facility that provides food, fuel, shower or other sanitary facilities, and lawful overnight truck parking.
(7) Emergency rooms within general acute care hospitals.
(8) Urgent care centers.
(9) Farm labor contractors, as defined in subdivision (b) of Section 1682 of the Labor Code.
(10) Privately operated job recruitment centers.
(11) Roadside rest areas.
(12) Businesses or establishments that offer massage or bodywork services for compensation and are
not described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 4612 of the Business and Professions Code.
(b) The notice to be posted pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be at least eight and one-half inches by 11
inches in size, written in a 16-point font, and shall state the following:
“If you or someone you know is being forced to engage in any activity and cannot leave—whether it is
commercial sex, housework, farm work, construction, factory, retail, or restaurant work, or any other
activity—call the National Human Trafficking Resource Center at 1-888-373-7888 or the California
Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking (CAST) at 1-888-KEY-2-FRE(EDOM) or 1-888-539-2373 to
access help and services.
Victims of slavery and human trafficking are protected under United States and California law.
The hotlines are:
·
Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
·
Toll-free.
·
Operated by nonprofit, nongovernmental organizations.
·
Anonymous and confidential.
·
Accessible in more than 160 languages.
·
Able to provide help, referral to services, training, and general information.”
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(c) The notice to be posted pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be printed in English, Spanish, and in one
other language that is the most widely spoken language in the county where the establishment is
located and for which translation is mandated by the federal Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973 et
seq.), as applicable. This section does not require a business or other establishment in a county where
a language other than English or Spanish is the most widely spoken language to print the notice in
more than one language in addition to English and Spanish.
(d) On or before April 1, 2013, the Department of Justice shall develop a model notice that complies
with the requirements of this section and make the model notice available for download on the
department’s Internet Web site.
(e) A business or establishment that fails to comply with the requirements of this section is liable for
a civil penalty of five hundred dollars ($500) for a first offense and one thousand dollars ($1,000) for
each subsequent offense. A government entity identified in Section 17204 of the Business and
Professions Code may bring an action to impose a civil penalty pursuant to this subdivision against a
business or establishment if a local or state agency with authority to regulate that business or
establishment has satisfied both of the following:
(1) Provided the business or establishment with reasonable notice of noncompliance, which informs
the business or establishment that it is subject to a civil penalty if it does not correct the violation
within 30 days from the date the notice is sent to the business or establishment.
(2) Verified that the violation was not corrected within the 30-day period described in paragraph (1).
SEC. 2. If the Commission on State Mandates determines that this act contains costs mandated by
the state, reimbursement to local agencies and school districts for those costs shall be made pursuant
to Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code.
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